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The world is falling apart and Casshern is to blame. He is said to have killed a robot named "Luna"
and by doing so unleashed a plague referred to as "ruin". But Casshern has no recollection of
committing such an act, none the less both the humans and sentient robots hold him accountable.
Now he must struggle to unravel what has truly happened to the world to be able to make a mends
for his sins. I didn't know anything about this series when I first saw that it could be viewed on
Funimation's YouTube Channel and when I started watching it I thought it was going to be another
'fighting robot' anime which didn't appeal too much. I'm glad I didn't give up as it is far more than
that. As the series begins we learn that Casshern is a robot who has lost his memory, other robots he
meets tell him that he killed somebody called Luna and this caused something known as 'The Ruin'.
This has caused everything in the world except for Casshern to decay. He also learns of a legend
which states that whoever devours him will gain everlasting life, not surprisingly this leads to many
confrontations. Most of these robots are quickly dispatched however there are several recurring
characters; some friends, some foes and some who start out as foes but become friends. These
characters include Lyuze whose sister was one of Luna's bodyguards, Ohji and Ringo, and elderly
robot and a young girl and Dio, a robot much like Casshern but effected by the ruin.

As the series progresses Casshern and the group travelling with him must overcome several dangers
and eventually hear a rumour that Luna may still be alive! Of course this may just be a rumour but
the must find out. One would expect a show full of robots fighting would be exciting and action
packed; this however is very downbeat. This was largely down to the brilliant music which made the
fighting seem futile rather than thrilling. It also made me think that main characters might not make
it to the end of the series. The animation fitted the tone of the series, there wasn't as much
character detail as there is with most series but they still conveyed real emotion and there was a
constant sense of desolation provided by the backgrounds. There were some clichés; the main
characters tend to look human and whenever one of them fought against the much larger,
mechanical looking robots they win easily, they only really seem in danger when fighting each other.

These comments are based on watching the series in Japanese with English subtitles. The series
follows Casshern in his journey to find himself and combat the Ruin, a devastation that causes his
fellow robots to rust and die. An immortal killing machine, Casshern must watch everyone around
him fade away. The Ruin began with the death of Luna; and rumor has it she was murdered by
Casshern himself.

It's a very nice setup with strong philosophical questions. I feel, however, that the series doesn't dive
deep enough into the issue of immortality vs. death. It doesn't matter though because the stylized
visuals, excellent voice acting, and ferocious action keep the audience entertained. Think about the
series' plot and philosophical conclusions too long, however, and you'll be disappointed.

I can't reveal anything, but let me say that after watching the whole series....it makes no sense. The
plot has several glaring holes in it. It wouldn't be so bad, except character's actions and motivations
HING on these plot holes. So their actions end up not making any sense either. The series concludes
with nonsensical violence and philosophical posturing. Do any of these characters understand what's
going on, or why they have to accomplish their strange goals? Do they even know what those goals
are??

There's a strong theme of madness and desperation in the face of eternal death, but it's nothing
anime viewers haven't witnessed (and better done) before. The ending is such a let down, and the
main characters' motivations so nonsensical that the slow build up to the final climax hardly seems
worth it. Don't get me wrong, there are genuinely insightful moments here and there. Opening
sequences before the song and titles are helpful to fill in the mysterious back story, creating tension.

But the series ending? Sorry, such nonsensical rubbish is a Sin (ho-ho! zinger!) 4 out of 10 for
wasting my time. 646f9e108c 
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